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This; invention relates to knitted fabrics, and more 
particularly vto knitted fabrics-having loops of different 
lengths and methods and means for knitting'same.‘ 
An object of ‘the invention is to provide a knitted fabric 

having great resistance to the formation of runs. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a fabric 

with improved pattern effect. 
A further object of the invention is to provide a 

method for the knitting of fabrics with loops of different 
lengths, by means of which the long loops and short 
loops or courses of long loops and courses of short loops 
may be arranged relative to each other in any suitable 
way. 
A further object of the invention is to improve on 

the art of knitting fabrics with different lengths as now 
ordinarily made. 

Other objects and structural details of the invention 
will be apparent from the following description when 
read in conjunction with the accompanying drawing 
forming part of this speci?cation, wherein: 

Fig. 1 is a fragmentary plan view of a fabric knitted 
in accordance with the invention, 

Fig. 2 is a diagrammatical illustration of a pattern 
of a fabric knitted in accordance with the invention. 

Referring now to Fig. l, 10 generally indicates a plain 
knitted fabric consisting of courses 1 having long loops 
(hereinafter called “loose courses”), of courses 2 having 
loops of normal length (hereinafter called “normal 
courses”), and of courses 3 having loops of shorter than 
normal length (hereinafter called “?ne courses”). The 
loops of courses 1 are thus. longer than those of courses 2 
which in turn are shorter than those of courses 3. All 
courses 1, 2 and 3 are formed by one and the same yarn, 
which varies in thickness according to the variations in 
length of the loops. The different thicknesses of the yarn 
are in inverse ratio to the lengths of the loops of the 
courses 1, 2 and 3. Thus, as may be readily gathered from 
Fig. 1, within the courses 1, the yarn is thin, while within 
the courses 3 the yarn is thick, the yarn in courses 2 being 
of intermediate thickness. In other words, the thick 
ness of the portions of the yarn forming the long loops 
of the courses 1 is less than the thickness of the portions 
of the yarn forming the shorter loops of the courses 2, etc. 
Although according to the embodiment shown in Fig. 1 

the loose courses 1 continuously alternate with the normal 
courses 2 and fine courses 3, the invention is of course 
not limited to this arrangement. If desired, the relative 
arrangement of the loose courses and the normal and 
?ne courses may be made in any different way. For 
example, a fabric knitted in accordance with the invention 
may have a plurality of loose courses arranged at equal 
distances from each other. In such a case, therefore, 
two or more successive normal or ?ne courses are followed 
by a loose course in regular repeats throughout the 
length of the fabric. Furthermore, the courses may be 
arranged in such a way that, in a repeated manner 
throughout the 'length of the fabric, a loose course follows 
two or more di?’erent courses of which ‘the course directly 
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preceding the loose course is a ?ne course and the other 
course‘ or courses is or are norm-a1 courses. Such a ?ne 
course‘ may be; of" the type of so-called tight courses. 

Furthermore, the arrangement of long loops, normal 
IOOPS‘?Hd shorter than normal loops in a fabric may be 
changed in many other ways. According to Fig. 2, 
for example, groups 10'} of long loops alternate with 
‘groups 162'. of normal and groups 103 of shorter‘ than 
normal loops in transverse direction- of the fabric 110 
and, furthermore, said three different groups 101, 102 
and 103 of loops alternate in the longitudinal direction 
of the fabric 110. In Fig. 2, the groups 101, 102 and 
H33 of loops are diagrammatically indicated by squares. 
The vertically-hatched squares represent the groups 101 
of long loops; the blank ‘square represents the groups 102 
of normal loops and the horizontally hatched squares 
represent the’ groups ‘103 of shorter than normal loops. 
A fabric knitted in this manner has a checkerboard pattern. 
As will be readily understood, advantageous pattern 

effects may be readily obtained in a fabric knitted in 
accordance with the invention. 
Furthermore a fabric according to the invention shows 

an improved resistance to the formation of runs. In 
connection with the desired resistance to runs, preferably, 
the long loops have such a predetermined excess of yarn 
in relation to the shorter ones, that upon a dropping of a 
long loop, the latter cannot slip through the preceding 
shorter loop. The fact that the yarn in the preceding 
shorter loop is thicker than that in the long loop assists 
in this slip preventing feature as the open cross-section 
of the shorter loop is additionally reduced in this manner. 

Moreover, the above mentioned difference in the thick 
ness of the yarn in the long and short loops has an addi 
tional pattern effect. A new kind of pattern effect is 
obtained especially if the fabric is piece-dyed in a manner 
known per so. Then, the color of the thick, short loops 
appears to be different from the color of the long, thin 
loops. 

For the knitting of above described fabric, preferably, 
an extensible or stretchable yarn, especially a fully syn 
thetic yarn of plastic material is used. The yarn is 
supplied to the loop forming implements in a partially 
pre-drawn or completely undrawn condition. During the 
formation of the loops, the portions of the yarn re 
quired for the formation of the loops are drawn-out 
from the yarn presented to the knitting implements. 
If a straight bar knitting machine is used, the yarn may 
be layed in a slack condition in front of the knitting 
needles, whereupon the sinkers are advanced simul 
taneously in one stroke. The different lengths of the 
loops are obtained simply by drawing out portions of 
the yarn to different lengths. This feature, for example, 
may be obtained by making the strokes of the sinkers 
of different lengths. For the same purpose, auxiliary 
needles may be arranged behind the needles and portions 
of the yarn may be drawn-out over said auxiliary needles. 
Furthermore, portions of the yarn may be drawn out 
during the downward movement of the needles either 
over the upper edges of the nibs of the sinkers or over 
the knocking-over bars. Methods of this kind are de 
scribed more in detail in our copending application Ser. 
No. 506,332, ?led on May 5, 1955, now abandoned, 
for “A Method and a Knitting Machine for Knitting 
Fabric From an Extensible Yarn,” to which reference is 
made herewith. 

Fig. 1 illustrates a fabric made of a single yarn, but 
the invention is of course also applicable to a multi-yarn 
fabric. 
We have described preferred embodiments of our in 

vention, but it is understood that this disclosure is for 
the purpose of illustration, and that various omissions 
and changes in shape, proportion and arrangement of 
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parts, as well as the substitution of equivalent elements 
for the arrangements shown and described may be made 
without departing from the spirit and scope of the in 
vention as set forth in the appended claims. 
What we claim is: 
1. As an article of manufacture a knitted fabric com 

prising: a plurality of ?rst courses, each ?rst course in 
cluding a series of long loops being longer than normal 
loops, a plurality of second courses, each second course 
including a series of normal loops having normal length, 
and a pluralityof third courses, each third course in 
cluding a series of short loops being shorter than normal 
loops, the loops of said ?rst, second and third courses 
being made of the same yarn, the thickness of ?rst 
portions of said yarn forming said long loops being less 
than the thickness of second portions of said yarn form 
ing said normal loops, and the thickness of said second 
portions of the yarn being less than the thickness of 
third portions of said yarn forming said short loops. 

2. In a knitted fabric as claimed in claim 1, the thick 
ness of said ?rst, second and third portions of the yarn 
being in inverse ratio to the lengths of the loops formed 
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by said ?rst, second and third portions of the yarn re 
spectively. 

3. In a knitted fabric as claimed in claim 1, one ?rst 
course alternating with a series of courses including at 
least one second course and at least one third course. 

4. In a knitted fabric as claimed in claim 1, one ?rst 
course alternating with a series of courses including at 
least one second course and at least one third course, 
and said third course preceding immediately said ?rst 
course. 
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